
CHAPTER

1
THE PAY MODEL

LEARNING OUTCOMES
� Describe how compensation is viewed differently by society,

stakeholders, managers, and employees in Canada and around
the world.

� Discuss major components of total returns for work.
� Identify and explain the three strategic objectives of

compensation.
� Describe the four strategic policies in the pay model and the

techniques associated with them.

A friend of ours writes that she is in the touring company of the musical Cats. In the company
are two performers called “swings” who sit backstage during each performance. Each swing must
learn five different lead roles in the show. During the performance, the swing sits next to a rack
with five different costumes and makeup for each of the five roles. Our friend, who has a lead in
the show, once hurt her shoulder during a dance number. She signalled to someone offstage, and
by the time she finished her number, the swing was dressed, in makeup, and out on stage for the
next scene.

Our friend is paid $2,000 per week for playing one of the cats in the show. She is expected
to do a certain number of performances and a certain number of rehearsals per week. She gets
paid for the job she does. The swing gets paid $2,500 per week, whether she performs 20 shows
that week or none. She is paid for knowing the five roles, whether she plays them or not.

Think of all the other employees, in addition to the performers, required to put on a per-
formance of Cats. Electricians, trombonists, choreographers, dressers, janitors, nurses, vocal
coaches, accountants, stagehands, payroll supervisors, ushers, lighting technicians, ticket sellers—
the list goes on. Consider the array of wages paid to these employees. Why does the swing get
paid more than other performers? Why does the performer get paid more (or less) than the trom-
bonist? How are these decisions made, and who is involved in making them? Whether it’s our
own or someone else’s, compensation questions engage our attention.

Does the compensation received by all the people connected with Cats matter? Most employ-
ers believe that how people are paid affects people’s behaviour at work, which affects an organi-
zation’s chances of success. Compensation systems can help an organization achieve and sustain
competitive advantage.1
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� COMPENSATION
What image does the word “compensation” bring to mind? It does not mean the same thing to
everyone. Yet, how people view compensation affects how they behave at work. Thus, we must
begin by recognizing different perspectives. 

Society 

Some people view pay as a measure of justice. For example, a comparison of earnings of women
with those of men highlights what many consider inequity in pay decisions. The gender pay gap
in Canada for full-time, full-year workers narrowed from 42 percent in 1967 to 29.5 percent in
2003.2 Despite this narrowing, and despite pay equity legislation, the gap persists, and always to
the detriment of women. The latest studies show that, because women often withdraw tem-
porarily from the labour force for family-related reasons, the resulting reduction in their experi-
ence has a serious impact on pay over the long term. For workers with less than two years’ expe-
rience, the gap is only four percent, but it still exists.3 However, a large portion of the wage gap
still has yet to be explained.

Sometimes differences in compensation between countries are listed as a cause of loss of
North American jobs to less developed economies. For example, labour costs in Mexico are about
twelve percent of those in Canada. However, when differences in productivity (the relative out-
put for each dollar of pay) are factored in, the wage advantage is reduced considerably because
Mexican productivity is only 38 percent of the Canadian level.4

Voters may see compensation, pensions, and health care for public employees as the cause
of increased taxes. Public policy-makers and legislators may view changes in average pay as
guides for adjusting eligibility for social services (provincial health care plans, welfare assistance,
and the like).

Consumers sometimes see compensation as the cause of price increases. They may not
believe that higher labour costs are to their benefit. Yet, other consumers have lobbied universi-
ties to insist on higher wages for labourers in Guatemala who sew shirts and caps bearing the uni-
versity logo.5

Stockholders

To stockholders, executive pay is of special interest. In Canada, pay for executives is supposed to
be tied to the financial performance of the company. Unfortunately, this does not always happen.
For example, between 1990 and 2001, while share prices increased about 300 percent and cor-
porate profits increased 116 percent, CEO pay increased by 535 percent. Consider the high
pay–low performance of BCE Inc.’s CEO Jean Monty in 2001. In a year when returns to BCE
shareholders declined by 14 percent, Monty’s pay increased by 452 percent.6 More recently,
shareholder complaints have led to flat or declining executive pay levels.7

Managers

Managers also have a stake in compensation. It directly influences their success in two ways:
First, it is a major expense. Competitive pressures, both internationally and domestically, force
managers to consider the affordability of their compensation decisions. Studies show that in
many enterprises labour costs account for more than 50 percent of total costs.8 In some indus-
tries, such as financial or professional services or public employment such as education and
government, this figure can be even higher. However, even within an industry (e.g., automo-
tive manufacturing, financial services), labour cost as a percentage of total costs varies between
individual firms. 
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In addition to treating pay as an expense, a manager uses it to influence employee behav-
iours and to improve organization performance. The way people are paid affects the quality of
their work; their attitude toward customers, their willingness to be flexible or learn new skills
or suggest innovations, and even their interest in unions or pursuing legal action against their
employer. This potential to influence employees’ behaviours, and subsequently the productiv-
ity and effectiveness of the organization, is an important reason to be clear about the meaning
of compensation.9

Employees

The pay individuals receive in return for the work they perform is usually the major source of
their financial security. Hence, pay plays a vital role in a person’s economic and social well-being.
Employees may view compensation as the return in an exchange between their employer and
themselves, as an entitlement for being an employee of the company, or as a reward for a job well
done. Compensation can be all of these things (although it is unlikely many employees view their
pay as a reward). 

Employees in large, state-owned companies (e.g., in China) and in highly regulated
countries (e.g., Sweden) sometimes believe their pay is an entitlement: their due, regardless 
of their performance or that of their employers. It is not uncommon for political leaders, 
trade unions, and employer federations in countries such as Sweden and Germany to
negotiate compensation policies that are supportive of their country’s sociopolitical as well as
economic priorities.10

Describing pay as a reward may sound far-fetched to anyone who has reluctantly rolled out
of bed to go to work. Even though writers and consultants use the term reward, no one ever says,
“They gave me a reward increase,” or “Here is my weekly reward cheque”? Yet, if people view
their pay as the return for their contributions and investments rather than as a reward, and if writ-
ers and consultants persist in trying to convince them that pay is a reward, then there is a dis-
connect that misleads both employees and managers. Employees invest in education and train-
ing; they contribute their time and energy at the workplace. Compensation is their return on
those investments and contributions.11

Global Views

In English, “compensation” means to counterbalance, to offset, to make up for. However, if we
look at the origin of the word in different languages, we get a sense of the richness of its mean-
ing, which can combine entitlement, return, and reward. 

In China, the traditional characters for compensation are based on the signs for logs and
water—compensation provides the necessities in life. In today’s China, however, the reforms of
the last decade have led to use of a new word, dai yu, which refers to how one is treated or taken
care of. When people talk about compensation, they ask each other, “How about the ‘dai yu’ in
your company?” rather than about wages. Benefits and training opportunities are considered very
important. 

Compensation in Japanese is kyuyo, which is made up of two separate characters (kyu and yo),
both meaning “giving something.” Kyu is an honorific used to indicate that the person doing the
giving is of high rank, for example a feudal lord, emperor, or Samurai leader. Traditionally, com-
pensation is thought of as something given by one’s superior. Today, business consultants in Japan
try to substitute the word hou-syu, which means reward, and has no association with notions of
superiority. The many allowances that are part of Japanese compensation systems translate as
teate, which means “taking care of something.” Teate is regarded as compensation that takes care
of employees’ financial needs. This concept is consistent with the family, housing, and commut-
ing allowances still used in many Japanese companies.12
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These contrasting perspectives on compensation—societal, stockholder, managerial, employee,
and even global—add richness to the topic. But these perspectives can also cause confusion unless
everyone is talking about the same thing. So let’s define what we mean by compensation or pay (the
words are used interchangeably in this book). Compensation refers to all forms of financial returns
and tangible services and benefits that employees receive as part of an employment relationship.

� FORMS OF PAY
Exhibit 1.1 shows the variety of returns people receive from work. They are categorized as total com-
pensation and relational returns. The relational returns (development opportunities, status, oppor-
tunity to belong, challenging work, and so on) are the psychological returns people believe they receive
in the workplace.13 Total compensation includes pay received directly as cash (e.g., base, merit, incen-
tives, cost-of-living adjustments) and indirectly as benefits (e.g., pensions, medical insurance, pro-
grams to help balance work and life demands, and so on). Programs to deliver compensation to peo-
ple can be designed in a wide variety of ways, and a single employer typically uses more than one way.
Both relational returns and total compensation can be designed to help the organization be success-
ful. This book focuses on total compensation, which includes cash compensation and benefits. 

Cash Compensation: Base

Base wage is the cash compensation an employer pays for the work performed. Base wage tends
to reflect the value of the work or skills and generally ignores differences attributable to indi-
vidual employees. For example, the base wage for machine operators may be $12 an hour.
However, some individual operators may receive more because of their experience and/or per-
formance. Some pay systems set base wage as a function of the skill or education an employee
possesses; this is common for engineers and schoolteachers. A distinction is often made between
a wage and a salary, with salary referring to pay that is calculated at an annual or monthly rate
rather than hourly.

EXHIBIT Total Returns for Work1.1
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Periodic adjustments to base wages may be made on the basis of changes in the overall
cost of living, changes in what other employers are paying for the same work, or changes in
experience or skill.

Cash Compensation: Merit Increases and Cost-of-Living Adjustments

Almost all Canadian firms use merit pay increases.14 Merit increases are given as increments to
the base pay in recognition of past work behavior. Some assessment of past performance is made,
with or without a formal performance evaluation program, and the size of the increase is varied
according to performance. Thus, outstanding performers could receive an 8 to 10 percent merit
increase 8 months after their last increase, whereas an average performer might receive a 4 to 5
percent increase after 12 or 15 months. By contrast, a cost-of-living adjustment gives the same
percentage increase to everyone regardless of performance in order to maintain pay levels relative
to increases in the cost of living.

Cash Compensation: Incentives

Incentives tie pay increases directly to performance. However, incentives differ from merit adjust-
ments. First, incentives do not increase the base wage, and so must be re-earned each pay period.
Second, the potential size of the incentive payment generally will be known beforehand. Whereas
merit pay programs evaluate the past performance of an individual and then decide on the size
of the increase, the performance objective for incentive payments is specified ahead of time. For
example, an auto sales agent knows the commission on a BMW versus the commission on a
Honda prior to making the sale. Thus, although both merit pay and incentives can influence per-
formance, incentives do so by offering pay to influence future behaviour. Merit, on the other
hand, recognizes and rewards past behaviours. The distinction is a matter of timing.

Incentives can be tied to the performance of an individual employee, a team of employees, a
total business unit, or some combination of individual, team, and unit. The performance objec-
tive may be expense reduction, volume increases, customer satisfaction, revenue growth, return
on investments, or increases in total shareholder value—the possibilities are endless.15

Because incentives are one-time payments, they do not have a permanent effect on labour
costs. When performance declines, incentive pay automatically declines, too. Consequently,
incentives are frequently referred to as variable pay. 

Long-Term Incentives

Incentives may be short or long term. Long-term incentives are intended to focus employee
efforts on multi-year results. Although they could take the form of a cash bonus, more typically
these returns are in the form of stock ownership or options to buy stock at specified, advanta-
geous prices. Thus, they straddle the categories of cash compensation and benefits. Some argue
that stock options are not compensation at all, that they are more accurately described as an
“equity incentive” granted by owners to employees.16 We treat options as part of the financial
returns employees receive from employers in exchange for their work and ideas.

The idea behind stock options is that giving employees a financial stake in the organization’s
performance will focus them on such long-term financial objectives as return on investment, mar-
ket share, return on net assets, etc. Magna grants shares of stock to selected key contributors who
have made outstanding contributions to the firm’s success. Some companies have extended stock
ownership beyond the ranks of managers and professionals. Sun Microsystems, Yahoo, Pepsi,
Wal-Mart, and Starbucks offer stock options to all their employees. These companies believe that
having a stake in the company supports a culture of ownership. They hope that employees will
behave like owners.17

merit increase
increment to base pay in
recognition of past work
behaviour
cost-of-living
adjustment 
percentage increment to
base pay provided to all
employees regardless of
performance

incentives/variable
pay
one-time payments for
meeting previously
established performance
objectives
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Benefits: Income Protection

Exhibit 1.1 shows that employee benefits, including income protection, work-life programs, and
allowances, are also part of total compensation. Some income protection programs are required
by law. For example, employers must make contributions to the Canada/Quebec Pension Plan,
Employment Insurance, and Workers’ Compensation. Different countries have different manda-
tory benefits.

Health insurance, dental insurance, pensions, and life insurance are common benefits. They
help protect employees from the financial risks inherent in daily life. Often, companies can pro-
vide these protections to employees more cheaply than employees can obtain them for them-
selves. Because the cost of providing benefits has been rising, they are regarded as an increasing-
ly important form of pay.18

Benefits: Work–Life Programs

Programs that help employees better integrate their work and life responsibilities include time
away from work (vacations, jury duty), access to services to meet specific needs (drug counselling,
financial planning, referrals for child and eldercare), and flexible work arrangements (telecom-
muting, nontraditional schedules, non-paid time off ). Responding to the tight labour market for
highly skilled employees and the changing demographics of the workforce (two-income families
who demand employer flexibility so that family obligations can be met), many Canadian employ-
ers are giving higher priority to these benefits forms. Buffett Taylor & Associates, a leading well-
ness consulting firm in Whitby, Ontario, “walks its own talk” by offering a best-in-class wellness
program in it own workplace. In 2005, Buffett Taylor was awarded the prestigious Gold Award
of Excellence for a healthy workplace by the National Quality Institute.19

Benefits: Allowances

Allowances often grow out of whatever is in short supply. In Korea and Japan, housing (dormi-
tories and apartments) and transportation allowances frequently are part of the pay package.
Some Japanese companies continue to offer a “rice allowance” based on the number of depen-
dents, a practice that grew out of post-World War II food shortages. Almost all companies start-
ing operations in China soon discover that housing, transportation, and other allowances are
expected. Companies that resist these allowances must come up with other ways to attract and
retain talented employees. In many European countries, managers expect a car to be provided.
The issue then becomes which make and model.

Total Earnings Opportunities: Present Value of a Stream of Earnings

Up to this point we have treated compensation as something paid or received at a moment in
time. But compensation decisions have a temporal effect. Say you have a job offer of $30,000. If
you stay with the firm for five years and receive an annual increase of 7 percent every five years,
you will be earning $39,324 in five years. The expected cost commitment of the decision to hire
you turns out to be $224,279 ($30,000 base compounded by 7 percent for five years, plus ben-
efits equal to 30 percent of base). So the decision to hire you really implies a commitment of at
least a quarter of a million dollars from your employer.

A present value perspective shifts the choice from comparing today’s initial offers to consid-
eration of future bonuses, merit increases, and promotions. Some employers claim that their rel-
atively low starting offers will be overcome by larger future pay increases. In effect, they are sell-
ing the present value of the future stream of earnings. But few students apply that same analysis
in calculating the future increases required to offset the lower initial offers. Hopefully, all students
who get through Chapter One will now do so. 

allowances
compensation to provide
for items that are in short
supply
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Relational Returns from Work

Why does Bill Gates still show up for work every morning? Why do all the Microsoft million-
aires—relatively young employees made wealthy by the astounding performance of Microsoft
stock—continue to write code? There is no doubt that nonfinancial returns from work create
intrinsic motivation that has a substantial effect on employees’ behaviour. Exhibit 1.1 includes
recognition and status, employment security, challenging work, and opportunities to learn. Other
relational forms might include personal satisfaction from successfully facing new challenges,
teaming with great co-workers, and the like. Such factors are part of the total rewards, which is a
broader umbrella than total compensation. So, although this book is about total compensation,
let’s not forget that compensation is only one of many factors affecting people’s decisions about
work. The .Net Worth box provides an example of a Canadian company using both total com-
pensation and relational returns to attract new employees. 

� THE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP COMBINES TRANSACTIONAL AND
RELATIONAL RETURNS

We have already described compensation as a return received in exchange for people’s efforts and
ideas given at their workplace. Exchange is a key part of the relationship. For most people, many
of the terms and conditions of their employment exchanges are left unstated, forming an implicit
contract.20 Employees contribute toward the goals of the employer in exchange for returns given
by the employer and valued by the employee.

Compensation is an important part of this employment relationship. Unanticipated changes
in compensation often breach this implicit understanding. Replacing annual pay increases with
incentives, raising the deductibles on health care insurance, or tinkering with pension plans may
have a negative influence on employee behaviour that is out of proportion to the financial impact
of the change if employees feel the implicit contract has been breached.

What Attracts Employees to a Job?

Findings of a 2005 study by compensation consultants Towers Perrin illustrate the
importance of both total compensation and relational returns. Although Canadians
indicate that competitive base pay is the top attraction to a job, the second most
important is work–life balance. In third place is career advancement opportunities.
The fourth and fifth most important factors that make a job attractive to Canadians
are competitive benefits and challenging work, respectively. Other important factors
include learning and development opportunities and a competitive retirement pack-
age.1

One global company that promotes both total compensation and relational returns is
MDS, a health and life sciences company with offices across Canada. Their Web
site highlights total rewards, including pay, benefits, employee share ownership,
wellness/work–life balance programs, career growth and personal development,
and more.2

Sources: 
1 Towers Perrin 2005 Workforce Study
2 www.mdsintl.com (December 10, 2005)

.NET WORTH

implicit contract
an unwritten
understanding between
employers and
employees about their
reciprocal obligations
and returns 



Variations in Transactional and Relational Expectations

These reciprocal obligations and expectations vary among employers and employees. The implic-
it contract offered—the deal—at one organization is not the same as the one offered at another.
It is possible to categorize employment relationships in terms of their emphasis on transactional
returns (total cash and benefits), relational returns (socio-psychological returns), or both.

Exhibit 1.2 lays out a grid with transactional returns on one axis and relational returns on
the other. It is possible to categorize compensation strategies in terms of their emphasis on trans-
actional returns, relational returns, or both.

In the grid, organizations that pay low cash compensation and offer low relational returns
are called “commodity.” They view labour as a commodity, like any other input into the produc-
tion process. In Canada, employers of migrant fruit pickers may offer this type of deal.

Organizations that offer both high compensation and high relational returns may be char-
acterized as cult-like. Microsoft, Medtronic, and Toyota are examples. The strong commitment
to the organization shows in the words and actions of employees: “Being at the center of tech-
nology, having an impact on the work, working with smart people, the sheer volume of oppor-
tunities, shipping winning products, beating competition.”21

Some organizations offer a family relationship: high relational but lower transactional
returns. Starbucks is one example; one writer calls them the “touchy-feely coffee company.”22

Finally, there are the “hired guns”—all transactional, “show-me-the-cash” relationships.
Brokerage houses or auto dealerships may fit into this category.

Although labelling these companies is fun and may even be convenient for describing dif-
ferent deals, it may be misleading. For example, the CEO of the Starbucks “family” states that he
pays above his competitors and offers health insurance and “bean stock” to Starbuck
partners/employees as part of the total relationship. Despite this, Starbucks’ turnover rate is about
60 percent, so most “partners” do not stay in the family very long. Whether or not a deal is suc-
cessful may depend on your criteria. Perhaps employees are joining Starbucks with different
expectations of the implicit contract offered. Compensation is an important part—albeit not the
only part—of the employment relationship.
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EXHIBIT Framework for Analyzing Different “Deals”1.2
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� A PAY MODEL
The pay model shown in Exhibit 1.3 serves as both a framework for examining current pay sys-
tems and as a guide to most of this book. It contains three basic building blocks: (1) the strate-
gic compensation objectives, (2) the strategic policies that form the foundation of the compen-
sation system, and (3) the techniques of compensation.

Strategic Compensation Objectives

Pay systems are designed and managed to achieve certain strategic objectives. The basic objectives,
shown at the right side of the pay model in Exhibit 1.3, include efficiency, fairness, and compliance

EXHIBIT The Pay Model1.3
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with laws and regulations. Within the general strategic objective, efficiency can be stated more
specifically: (1) improving performance, quality, delighting customers and stockholders, and (2)
controlling labour costs. Compensation objectives at Medtronic and AES are contrasted in Exhibit
1.4. Medtronic is the medical technology company that pioneered cardiac pacemakers. Its com-
pensation objectives emphasize performance, business success, and salaries that are competitive with
other companies whose financial performance matches Medtronic’s. AES generates and markets
electricity around the world. Its goal is to “provide electricity worldwide in a socially responsible
way.” The ideal of social responsibility pervades the company. 

Fairness is a fundamental objective of pay systems. In Medtronic’s objectives, fairness is
reflected in “ensure fair treatment” and “be open and understandable.” AES’s mission statement
acknowledges that, “Defining what is fair is often difficult, but we believe it is helpful to routinely
question the relative fairness of alternative courses of action. It does not mean that everyone gets
treated equally, but instead treated fairly or with justice given the appropriate situation.”23 Thus,
the fairness objective attempts to ensure fair treatment for all employees by recognizing both
employee contributions (e.g., higher pay for greater performance, experience, or training) and
employee needs (e.g., a fair wage as well as fair procedures). Procedural fairness is concerned
with the processes used to make decisions about pay.24 It suggests that the way a pay decision is
made may be as important to employees as the result of the decision. 

Compliance as a pay objective involves conforming to various federal, provincial, and terri-
torial compensation laws and regulations. As these laws and regulations change, pay systems may
need to be adjusted to ensure continued compliance.

There probably are as many statements of pay objectives as there are employers. In fact, high-
ly diversified firms such as George Weston Ltd and Onex Corp, which compete in multiple lines
of business, may have different pay objectives for different business units. Objectives at these
companies emphasize the increased complexity of the business and importance of integrity (cus-
tomers, quality), competitiveness (costs), ability to attract and retain quality people (perfor-
mance), and having fun. 

Objectives serve several purposes. First, they guide the design of the pay system. Consider
the employer whose objective is to reward outstanding performance. That objective will deter-
mine the pay policy (e.g., pay for performance) as well as the elements of pay plans (e g., merit

EXHIBIT Comparison of Pay System Objectives at Medtronic and AES1.4
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and/or incentives). Another employer’s objectives may be to develop a flexible, continuously
learning workforce through job design, training, and team-building techniques. A pay system
that is aligned with this employer’s objectives may have a policy of paying salaries at least equal
to those of competitors and that go up with increased skills or knowledge. This pay system could
be very different from our first example in which the focus is on performance. Thus, different
objectives guide the design of different pay systems.

Objectives also serve as standards for judging the success of the pay system. If the objective
is to attract and retain the best and brightest, yet skilled employees are leaving to take higher pay-
ing jobs with other employers, the system may not be performing effectively. Although there may
be many non-pay reasons for turnover, objectives provide standards for evaluating the effective-
ness of a pay system.

Four Strategic Policies

Every employer must address the strategic policy decisions shown on the left side of the pay model:
(1) internal alignment, (2) external competitiveness, (3) employee contributions, and (4) admin-
istration of the pay system. These policies form the foundation on which pay systems are built.
They also serve as guidelines for managing pay in ways that accomplish the system’s objectives.

Internal Alignment. Internal alignment refers to comparisons between jobs or skill levels inside
a single organization. Jobs and people’s skills are compared in terms of their relative contribution
to the organization’s objectives. For example, how does the work of the programmer compare to
the work of the systems analyst, the software engineer, or the software architect? Does one con-
tribute more than another to providing solutions to customers and satisfying shareholders? Does
one require more knowledge or experience than another? Internal alignment refers to the pay
rates both for employees doing equal work and for those doing dissimilar work. In fact, deter-
mining what is an appropriate difference in pay for people performing different work is a key
challenge facing managers.

Internal alignment policies affect all three compensation objectives. Pay relationships within
the organization affect employee decisions to stay with the organization, to become more flexible
by investing in additional training, or to seek greater responsibility. By motivating employees to
choose increased training and greater responsibility in dealing with customers, pay relationships
indirectly affect the capabilities of the workforce and hence the efficiency of the entire organiza-
tion. Fairness is determined by employees’ comparisons of their pay to the pay of others in the
organization. Basic fairness is provided by Canadian human rights laws, which make discrimina-
tion on the basis of race, gender, age, and other grounds illegal.

External Competitiveness. External competitiveness refers to compensation relationships
external to the organization; i.e., comparison with competitors. How should an employer posi-
tion its pay relative to what competitors are paying? How much do we wish to pay accountants
in comparison to what other employers pay them? What mix of pay forms—base, incentives,
stock, benefits—will help achieve the compensation objectives? Employers have several policy
options. Medtronic’s policy is to pay competitively in its market based on its financial perfor-
mance compared to the financial performance of its competitors; AES’s policy is to expect peo-
ple to be willing to take less to join the company.

Increasingly, organizations claim their pay systems are market-driven, i.e., based on what
competitors pay. However, “market-driven” gets translated into practice in different ways.
Some employers set their pay levels higher than their competition, hoping to attract the best
applicants. Of course, this assumes that someone is able to identify and hire the “best” from a
pool of applicants.

The mix of pay forms a company uses is also part of its external competitive policy.
Medtronic sets its base pay to match its competitors but ties incentives to performance. In addi-
tion, it offers stock options to all its employees in order to promote a culture of ownership. The

external
competitiveness
comparison of
compensation with that
of competitors
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assumption is that owners will pay closer attention to the business. Medtronic believes its bene-
fits, particularly its emphasis on programs that balance work and life, make it a highly attractive
place to work, and that how it positions its pay and the forms it uses give it an advantage over its
competitors. A Medtronic competitor, say MDS, might offer lower base pay but greater oppor-
tunity to work overtime or fatter bonuses. AES believes making all employees stockholders is con-
sistent with its emphasis on social responsibility. 

External competitiveness decisions—both how much, and what forms—have a twofold
effect on objectives: (1) they ensure that the pay is sufficient to attract and retain employees—if
employees do not perceive their pay as competitive with what other organizations are offering for
similar work, they may leave—and (2) they control labour costs so that the organization’s prices
of products or services can remain competitive. Thus, external competitiveness directly affects
both efficiency and fairness. And the organization must respond in a way that complies with rel-
evant legislation.

Employee Contributions. The policy on employee contributions refers to the relative emphasis
placed on performance. Should one programmer be paid more than another because of better
performance or greater seniority? Should all employees share in the organization’s financial suc-
cess (or failure) via incentives based on profit? Should more productive teams of employees be
paid more than less productive teams?

The degree of emphasis placed on performance is an important policy decision, since it
directly affects employees’ attitudes and work behaviours. Employers with strong pay-for-perfor-
mance policies place greater emphasis on incentives and merit pay. Starbucks emphasizes stock
options and sharing the success of corporate performance with its employees. General Electric
emphasizes performance at the unit, division, and companywide level. Recognition of contribu-
tions also affects fairness, because employees must understand the basis for judging performance
in order to conclude that their pay is fair.

Management. Policy regarding management of the pay system is the last building block in our
model. Although it is possible to design a system that is based on internal alignment, external
competitiveness, and employee contributions, nevertheless the system will not achieve its objec-
tives unless it is managed properly.

The greatest system design in the world is useless without competent management.
Managers choose what forms of pay to include and how to position pay relative to competi-
tors. They must communicate with employees and judge whether the system is achieving its
objectives. They must ask: Are we able to attract skilled workers? Can we keep them? Do our
employees feel that our system is fair? Do they understand how their pay is determined? How
do better-performing firms, with better financial returns and a larger share of the market, pay
their employees? Are the systems used by these firms different from those used by less suc-
cessful firms? How do our labour costs compare to our competitors? Answers to these ques-
tions are necessary in order to tune or redesign the system, to adjust to changes, and to high-
light potential areas for further investigation. At AES, there is no compensation department,
not even a human resources department. Instead, teams of employees make all compensation
decisions. The assumption is that this approach will ensure that everyone feels he or she is
being treated fairly. 

Pay Techniques

The remaining portion of the pay model in Exhibit 1.3 shows the pay techniques. The exhibit
provides an overview only; pay techniques are discussed throughout the rest of the book.
Techniques tie the four basic policies to the pay objectives. Internal alignment typically is estab-
lished through a sequence that starts with analysis of the work done and the people needed to do
it. Information about the person and/or the job is collected, organized, and evaluated. Based on
these evaluations, a structure of the work is designed.
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This structure depicts relationships among jobs and skills or competencies inside an organi-
zation. It is based on the relative importance of the work in achieving the organization’s objec-
tives. The goal is to establish a structure aligned with and supportive of the organization’s objec-
tives. In turn, the fairness of the pay system affects employee attitudes and behaviours as well as
the organization’s regulatory compliance.

External competitiveness is established by setting an organization’s pay level in comparison
to how much competitors pay for similar work and what pay forms they use. Total compensation
is determined by defining the relevant labour markets in which the employer competes, con-
ducting surveys to find out how and what other employers pay, and using that information in
conjunction with the organization’s policy decisions to generate a pay structure. The pay struc-
ture influences how well the organization is able to attract and retain a competent workforce and
to control its labour costs.

The emphasis on employee contributions is established through performance and/or senior-
ity-based increases, incentive plans, and stock options and other performance-based approaches.
Increasingly, organizations in Canada and around the globe are using some form of incentive plan
to share their success with employees. In addition to managing costs, these practices are intend-
ed to affect employee attitudes and behaviours, in particular the decisions to join the organiza-
tion, to stay, and to perform effectively.

Uncounted variations in pay techniques exist; many are examined in this book. Surveys
report differences in compensation policies and techniques among firms. Indeed, many consult-
ing firms have Web pages in which they report their survey results. You can obtain updated infor-
mation on various practices simply by surfing the Web.

� BOOK PLAN
Compensation is such a broad and compelling topic that several books could be devoted to it.
The focus of this book is on the design and management of compensation systems. To aid in
understanding how and why pay systems work, our pay model, which emphasizes the key strate-
gic objectives, policies, and techniques, also provides the structure for much of the book.

Chapter 2 discusses how to formulate and implement a compensation strategy. We analyze
what it means to be strategic about how people are paid and how compensation can help achieve
and sustain an organization’s competitive advantage.

The pay model plays a central role in formulating and implementing an organization’s pay
strategy. The pay model identifies four basic policy decisions that are the core of the pay strate-
gy. After we discuss strategy, the next sections of the book will examine each basic policy decision
in detail. The first, internal alignment (Chapters 3 through 6), examines pay relationships with-
in a single organization. The next section (Chapters 7 and 8) examines external competitive-
ness—the pay relationships among competing organizations—and analyzes the influence of mar-
ket-driven forces.

Once compensation rates and structures are established, other issues emerge. How much
should we pay each employee? How much and how often should a person’s pay be increased, and
on what basis—experience, seniority, or performance? Should pay increases be contingent on the
organization’s and/or the employee’s performance? How should the organization share its success
(or failure) with employees? Stock awards, profit-sharing, bonuses, merit pay? These are examples
of employee contributions, the third building block in the model (Chapters 9 and 10). After that,
we examine employee services and benefits (Chapter 11). The role of governments and unions in
compensation is explored in Chapter 12. We conclude by discussing management of the com-
pensation system (Chapter 13), which includes planning, budgeting, evaluating, and communi-
cating. More detail on global compensation systems is provided in the Appendix. 

Although the book is divided into sections that reflect the pay model, pay policies and deci-
sions are not discrete. In fact, all policy decisions are interrelated. Together, they influence employ-
ee behaviours and organization performance, and can be a source of competitive advantage.
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Our intention throughout the book is to examine alternative approaches. We believe that
there rarely is a single, correct approach; rather, alternative approaches exist or can be designed.
The one most likely to be effective depends on the circumstances. We hope this book will help
you become better informed about these options and how to design new ones. Whether as an
employee, manager, or interested member of society, you should be able to assess the effectiveness
and fairness of pay systems.

� CAVEAT EMPTOR—BE AN INFORMED CONSUMER
Most managers do not read research. They don’t subscribe to research journals; they find them
too full of jargon and esoterica, and they see them as impractical and irrelevant.25 However, a
recent study of 5000 HR managers concluded that “not knowing this research can be costly to
organizations, and that “organizations seeking the latest motivational technique may not realize
that…monetary incentives produce the largest, most reliable increases in job performance, almost
twice as large as goal setting and job enrichment. Money is the crucial incentive…no other moti-
vational incentive or motivational technique even comes close.”26

So it pays to read the research. There is no question that some studies are irrelevant and poor-
ly performed. But if you are not a reader of the research literature, you become prey for the lat-
est business self-help fad. Belief, even enthusiasm, is a poor substitute for informed judgment.

Therefore, we end the chapter with a consumer’s guide that includes three questions to help
make you a critical reader.

1. Does the Research Measure Anything Useful? 

How useful are the variables used in the study? How well are they measured? For example,
many studies purport to measure organization performance. However, performance may be
determined by accounting measures such as return on assets or cash flow, financial measures
such as earnings per share or total shareholder return, operational measures such as scrap rates
or defect indicators, or qualitative measures such as customer satisfaction. Performance can
even be evaluated by the opinions of compensation managers, as in: How effective is your gain-
sharing plan? (Answer choices are: highly effective, somewhat effective, somewhat ineffective,
highly ineffective.) Therefore,the informed consumer must ask, Does this research measure
anything important?

2. Does the Study Separate Correlation from Causation? 

Correlation does not mean causation. For example, many studies investigate the relationship
between the use of performance-based pay and performance. Just because the use of gain-sharing
plans is related to improved performance does not mean that it caused the improvement. Other
factors may be involved. Perhaps new technology, reengineering, improved marketing, or the gen-
eral expansion of the local economy underlie the results.

Once we are confident that our variables are defined and measured accurately, we must be
sure that they actually are related. Most often this is addressed through the use of statistical analy-
sis. The correlation coefficient is a common measure of association that indicates how changes in
one variable are related to changes in another. Many research studies use a statistical analysis
known as regression analysis. One output from a regression analysis is the R2. The R2 is much
like a correlation in that it tells us what percentage of the variation is accounted for by the vari-
ables we are using to predict or explain. For example, one study includes a regression analysis of
the change in CEO pay due to change in company performance. The resulting R2 of between 0.8
percent and 4.5 percent indicates that only a very small amount of change in CEO pay is relat-
ed to changes in company performance.
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Note that relation is not necessarily causal. For example, just because a manufacturing plant
initiates a new incentive plan and the facility’s performance improves, we cannot conclude that
the incentive plan caused the improved performance. The two changes are associated or related,
but causation is a tough link to make.

Too often, case studies, benchmarking studies of best practices, or consultant surveys are pre-
sented as studies that reveal cause and effect. They are not. Case studies are descriptive accounts
whose value and limitations must be recognized. Just because the best-performing companies are
using a practice does not mean the practice is causing the performance. For a long time, IBM
pursued a full-employment policy. Clearly, that policy did not cause the value of IBM stock to
increase or improve IBM’s profitability. Arguably, it was IBM’s profitability that enabled its full-
employment policy. However, compensation research often attempts to answer questions of
causality. Does the use of performance-based pay lead to greater customer satisfaction, improved
quality, and better company performance? A causal relationship is very difficult to establish and
continues to be an important and perplexing problem for researchers.

3. Are There Alternative Explanations? 

Consider a hypothetical study that attempts to assess the impact of a performance-based pay ini-
tiative. The researchers measure performance by assessing quality, productivity, customer satis-
faction, employee satisfaction, and the facility’s performance. The final step is to see whether
future performance improves over current performance. If it does, can we safely assume that it
was the incentive pay that caused improved performance? Or is it equally likely that the improved
performance has alternative explanations, such as the fluctuation in the value of currency, or a
change in executive leadership in the facility? In this case, causal evidence seems weak.

If the researchers had measured the performance indicators several years prior to and after
installing the plan, the evidence of causality would be stronger. Furthermore, if the researchers
repeated this process in other facilities and found similar results, then the evidence would be
stronger. Clearly, the organization is doing something right, and incentive pay could be part of it.

The best way to establish causation is to account for competing explanations, either statisti-
cally or through control groups. The point is that alternative explanations often exist and need to
be accounted for in order to establish causality. It is difficult to disentangle the effects of pay plans
to clearly establish causality. However, it is possible to look at the overall pattern of evidence in
order to make judgments about the effects of pay.

� CONCLUSION

The model presented in this chapter provides a structure for understanding compensation sys-
tems. The three main components of the model include the objectives of the pay system, the pol-
icy decisions that provide the system’s foundation, and the techniques that link policies and
objectives. The following sections of the book examine each of the four policy decisions—inter-
nal alignment, external competitiveness, employee contributions, and administration—as well as
techniques, new directions, and related research.

Two questions should constantly be in the minds of managers and readers of this text. First,
Why do it this way? There is rarely one correct way to design a system or pay an individual.
Organizations, people, and circumstances are too varied. But a well-trained manager can select or
design a suitable approach.

Second, So what? What does this technique do for us? How does it help achieve our organi-
zation goals? If good answers are not apparent, there is no point to the technique. Adapting the
pay system to meet the needs of the employees and help achieve the goals of the organization is
what this book is all about.
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The basic premise of this book is that compensation systems have a profound impact. Yet, too
often, traditional pay systems seem to be designed in response to some historic but long-forgotten
problem. The practices continue, but the logic underlying them is not always clear or even relevant.

� CHAPTER SUMMARY

1. Compensation is viewed by society as a measure of justice as well as a cause of increased taxes
and price increases. Stockholders are concerned with executive pay relative to company per-
formance. Managers view compensation as a major expense and a means to influence
employee behaviour. Employees view compensation as a return in an exchange with their
employer, an entitlement, or a reward. In other countries, compensation relates to being
taken care of.

2. The two major components of total returns for work are total compensation and relational
returns. Total compensation is composed of cash compensation (base pay and incentives)
and benefits. Relational returns include psychological aspects of work such as recognition
and status, challenging work, and learning opportunities.

3. The strategic objectives of compensation are (1) efficiency in performance and quality, sat-
isfying customers and stockholders, and controlling costs, (2) fairness, and (3) compliance
with laws and regulations. 

4. The four strategic policies in the pay model are internal alignment, external competitiveness,
employee contributions, and management. The internal structure techniques associated with
alignment are work analysis, descriptions, and evaluation/certification. The pay structure
techniques associated with competitiveness are market definitions, surveys, and pay policy
lines. The incentive program techniques associated with contributions are seniority-based,
performance-based, and merit guidelines. The evaluation techniques associated with man-
agement are planning, budgeting, and communication.

� KEY TERMS

allowances ........................................................ 6
compensation .................................................. 4
cost-of-living adjustment ................................. 5
external competitiveness ................................ 11
implicit contract .............................................. 7
incentives (variable pay) ................................... 5
merit increase ................................................... 5
procedural fairness ......................................... 10
relational returns .............................................. 4
salary ............................................................... 4
strategic objectives ......................................... 10
wage ................................................................ 4

� REVIEW QUESTIONS

1. How do differing perspectives affect our views of compensation?
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2. How does the pay model help organize one’s thinking about compensation?
3. What can a pay system do for an organization? For an employee? Are these mutually

exclusive?

EXPERIENTIAL EXERCISES
1. What is your definition of compensation? Which meaning of compensation seems

most appropriate from an employee’s view--return, reward, or entitlement? Compare
your ideas with someone who has more experience, with someone from another coun-
try, with someone from another field of study.

2. List all the forms of pay you receive from work. Compare to someone else’s list. Explain
any differences.

3. Answer the three questions in Caveat Emptor for any study or business article that
tells you how to pay people. Such articles can be found in the WorldatWork Journal
or Compensation and Benefits Review.

WEB EXERCISE
Compensation on the Web
The WorldAtWork Web site at www.worldatwork.org provides information on its compen-
sation-related journals and special publications, as well as short courses aimed at practi-
tioners. The Canadian Council of Human Resource Associations (CCHRA) at www.cchra-
ccarh.ca provides links to provincial HR associations that offer compensation-related
information as well as more general HRM information. Some provinces have job boards for
HR association members, including students. Both sites are good sources of information
for people interested in careers in HRM. The Employee Benefits Research Institute (EBRI)
includes links to other benefits sources on its Web site at www.ebri.org. Using the
WorldAtWork and EBRI sites as a starting point, search for a list of five or more compen-
sation magazines and journals.

CASE

Inside Internships
Many students work as unpaid interns as they begin their careers. Career Edge is a private
Canadian organization that arranges youth internships. The Career Edge internship program
provides meaningful entry level work experience for Canadian graduates. It is designed to
help recent graduates launch careers in their chosen field. For employers, Career Edge offers
10,000 candidates in its online database for six, nine, or 12-months internships. For a very rea-
sonable salary, these interns can help with special projects, add diversity to company opera-
tions, and cover leaves of absence. Interns gain practical work experience, develop employ-
ability skills such as teamwork and critical thinking, benefit from networking and get paid.
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One Career Edge intern, Rebecca Fraser, completed a one-year internship at TD
Waterhouse. Rebecca earned her degree in physics and arrived at TD with very little in the
way of business experience. Her colleagues helped her deal with the culture shock and the
huge learning curve. When her internship was coming to an end, her manager recom-
mended her for a short-term contract position in another department. That position led to
a full-time permanent job with TD Waterhouse. Rebecca’s satisfaction is obvious. She says:
“My future is mine for the making.”

Questions
1. What do employers receive from summer interns? What returns do students get from

the opportunities?

2. Should summer interns be paid? If so, how much? How would you recommend an
employer decide the answers to both these questions?

3. What added information would you like to have before you make your recommenda-
tions? How would you use this information?

Source: “Inside Internships” at www.careeredge.ca/testimonials.asp?sequence=2 (September 27, 2006). 
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